
Evangelos Spanos Scholarship 

Scholarship Evangelos Spanos:  

Named after the inspiring leader, charismatic businessman, dedicated doctor, and accomplished scientist 

who founded BIOIATRIKI Healthcare Group. 

 

Eligibility: Students with strong academic records in the field of Life and Health Sciences. To be considered 

for this scholarship, you must hold an exceptional record of accomplishment of notable academic 

achievements (criteria which will be considered: high degree grade, additional postgraduate studies, 

thesis, papers in conferences, published articles, creative writing, relevant professional experience, 

awards, scholarships, distinctions, participation in Erasmus program, etc.). This scholarship is available 

only to students registered in the MSc Biomedical Sciences, MSc Clinical Dietetics, and MSc Sports 

Nutrition and Dietetic Intervention programs.  

Type: Academic Based 

Amount: 100% 

Number available: 1 

Deadline for applications. 01 September 2023. The results will be announced two weeks after the 

deadline. 

 

Scholarship Terms 

1. Registration to an MSc Program: To be eligible for the scholarship, applicants must have been 

accepted and registered for one of the following MSc Programs: MSc Biomedical Sciences, MSc 

Clinical Dietetics, MSc Sports Nutrition, and Dietetic Intervention. The applicants must hold a BSc 

in the field of Life and Health Sciences from the University of Nicosia or any other University. 

Outstanding coursework or incomplete grades must be resolved before applying for the 

scholarship.  

2. Academic performance: Applicants must have a CPA (Cumulative Point Average) equal to or 

higher than 3.0 /4 (7.5/10 for Greek Universities or First-Class Honors-70%+ for UK Universities) 

to be considered for the scholarship. In addition to their application, the applicants must provide 

a personal statement of max. 500 words (including career goals, Vision of their future specializing 

in their fields, and anything they consider relevant) 

3. Financial needs: Financial needs may be considered a tiebreaker between applicants with the 

same GPA. If two or more applicants have the same academic qualifications, the scholarship 

committee may consider financial need a secondary criterion for awarding the scholarship. 

Financial needs could be assessed based on family income, student loans, or other financial 

obligations. Students need to provide evidence of financial need, such as an income statement. 

4. Research experience: Research experience may be considered a tiebreaker between applicants 

with similar academic qualifications. If two or more applicants have the same CPA, the 

scholarship committee may consider research experience a secondary criterion for awarding the 

scholarship. Applicants with demonstrated research experience, such as a thesis or research 

publication in a relevant field, may be given preference.   



5. The scholarship will be valid for the duration of studies and subject to a successful academic 

performance review at the end of each semester 

6. Students are eligible to apply for more than one type of Scholarship/Financial Aid, but they will 

be awarded the scholarship constituting the highest amount. 

7. The University of Nicosia and BIOATRIKI reserve the right, at its sole discretion, to award or not 

award any scholarship to any student and/or to change the number of scholarships awarded, 

their eligibility requirements, or any other aspect of the financial aid program. 

 

 

Note: Criteria 3 & 4 will not be the primary criteria for selection, and all applicants who meet the 

primary criteria will be given equal consideration. 

 

 

 

 

 


